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Pioneer and Event * 

 

On the banks of Thames River, in the lands of clouds, off his beloved land , the Yemeni 
historian, Sultan Nagi  passed away on Friday, seventh of last April, when he was in 
London. As soon as the wires of telegraph carried the news, mantilla of sorrow prevailed in 
the land and all circles with which he contacted and those who knew him closely as an 
innovator and excellent humanitarian.  

In the cable of condolences which flowed in the wake of the news, there was an 
impression of loss which was the clear meaning that included by all.     

The Secretary-General of Yemen Socialist Party, brother Ali Salem Al-Baeed said," in this 
regrettable event, our country lost a remarkable researcher and notable historian in the 
historical research and national and social personality who dedicated his life to study the 
Yemeni history and held important leading offices in many social and scientific 
corporations."  

The President of the Republic, the Commander in Chief, Secretary-General of General 
People's Conference, Ali Abdullah Saleh said," in the death of deceased, Yemen lost a 
historian and researcher who enriched the Yemeni thinking and left lofty impressions in 
achieving and showing the glory of the Yemeni history."  

While the Yemeni Writers Union which lost one of its founders since its preparatory 
committee in April where he held a membership of its executive council since the first 
conference in April 1974 over ten years, said in the death of announcement, "The late 
adored civilizations that the Yemeni people created and the history that had been written, 
and he participated in formulating pages of his contemporary history..".   

On Thursday, eleventh of April, the deceased was escorted to his last home in Sana'a, 
and the time has come for Sultan Nagi to enter the way of the Yemeni thinkers through the 
largest gate.  

No wonder! After a long time of donation as a teacher then an executive for a relatively 
period, Sultan entirely devoted his attention to Yemeni researches and studies especially 
the historical ones, writing and translation in their different stages and ages.  

The following lines about an event on the Yemeni history in the forties of the current 
century (20th century) were taken from two British resources, the first one was academic 
and the other was military. The first was by professor Gavin (Aden Under British Rule,1839 
-1967) previously mentioned on which the author devoted long years since 1959 till 
issuance in 1975. It is a huge work in the full sense. The second work was a document 
from Public Records Office in the British Museum brought by that professor and it was 
possessed by colleague, Abdul-Aziz Ali Al-Qua'eti, and its translation will be published in 
God's willing, and it is a part of report of commander of forces who amounted an offensive 
against Al – Ghorfa in Wadi Hadramout in 1945 when the Second World War was about to 
end, and foretokens of the new world were in the offing, the  foretokens which shook up 
the old – fashioned  colonial emperies few years later. 



 

 

The thing is that we intend here to be a humble greeting in memory of Mr. Sultan Nagi, a 
pioneer in a field that entails every one's effort to continue and supplement what he 
started, and to be perhaps incentives for research.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

* Extracted from article.   

** Book of "Aden Under British Rule" which indicated in an essay, some of its parts were 
translated by Sultan Nagi. For more details, see "list of works"  

 

 


